Complementary methods to assist subcellular fractionation in organellar proteomics.
Organellar proteomics aims to describe the full complement of proteins of subcellular structures and organelles. When compared with whole-cell or whole-tissue proteomes, the more focused results from subcellular proteomic studies have yielded relatively simpler datasets from which biologically relevant information can be more easily extracted. In every proteomic study, the quality and purity of the biological sample to be investigated is of the utmost importance for a successful analysis. In organellar proteomics, one of the most crucial steps in sample preparation is the initial subcellular fractionation procedure by which the enriched preparation of the sought-after organelle is obtained. In nearly all available organellar proteomic studies, the method of choice relies on one or several rounds of density-based gradient centrifugation. Although this method has been recognized for decades as yielding relatively pure preparations of organelles, recent technological advances in protein separation and identification can now reveal even minute amounts of contamination, which in turn can greatly complicate data interpretation. The scope of this review focuses on recently published innovative complementary or alternative methods to perform subcellular fractionation, which can further refine the way in which sample preparation is accomplished in organellar proteomics.